Interview with Josip Heit on the Topic of Blockchain
Josep Heit, Chairman of the Board of the GSB Gold Standard Corporate, was interviewed on the
topic of blockchain by Deutsche Tageszeitung - Ressort Technik.
Preview of the interview:
Q: Mr Heit, is blockchain or your G999 Blockchain technology https://g999main.net only
something for business sectors or can private users also benefit from blockchain?
A: Josip Heit: "Well, at the moment, according to a Deloitte study I have (Deloitte is an
international company in the business sector and provides services in the areas of auditing /
editor's note), mostly large companies are taking a leading role in the implementation of
blockchain technologies, but I am of the opinion that soon medium-sized companies will also be
able to participate in the success of the technology and here, in particular, the private user will
benefit from the blockchain. "
Q: Mr Heit, Once entered into the blockchain, data cannot be manipulated afterwards, but how
does the protection against manipulation by the blockchain work?
A: Josip Heit: "Quite simply, characteristics of a file are stored in the blockchain in an auditproof and tamper-proof manner, whereby, among other things, not only documents are
digitally logged, even after many years, the processes are stored in a tamper-proof and
traceable manner.
An entry in a file can therefore also serve as clear evidence for a copyright dispute over an
invention or a musical work. The blockchain could also create an automatic receipt
documentation, which, for example, not only stores an invoice, but also checks it and proves to
the customer by means of a real-time check that it is a product made by the manufacturer and
not a plagiarism."
Q: Mr Heit, the coronavirus, with its various murderous mutations, currently has our planet
firmly in its grip. Can the blockchain help to eliminate this deadly virus?
A: Josip Heit: "You don't have to be a soothsayer or believe in lighthouse projects when you can
already say today that, for example, tourism will only go in the foreseeable future with a digital
proof of identity linked to vaccination confirmations or negative test results - realised through a
combination of blockchain and biometrics, thus blockchain will have a significant impact on
defeating the coronavirus."
Q: Mr. Heit, you once said: "Blockchains in their most basic form, the most accurate database
imaginable!" Your CTO (Chief Technical Officer) Alexandru Cocindau, elaborated that in today's
world it would be important to store one's data, whether personal or professional, in an auditproof way, to exclude any data manipulation or to prove the authorship of a product, as in
almost all economic sectors the Blockchain would gain more and more users. In recent years,

blockchain has made a convincing transition from an experimental technology to an integral
part of corporate organisational innovation.
What innovations do you see in the future for this technology, Mr Heit?
A: Josip Heit: "The GSB Group is currently working on a development called "GSmedia", which
will change the news world in a network of large news agencies in the same way that the
internet began to influence the press landscape only years ago. Against this background, the
GSB Group has currently concluded contracts with groups from the news sector.
If you consider that just a few years ago people took most of their daily news from politics,
business, technology, sports, tabloids and culture - from printed newspapers, you have to say
clearly and unequivocally in this day and age: printed newspapers are yesterday's news! Here I
am talking about newspaper publishers whose traditional print business is weakening more and
more every year.
The development departments of the GSB Group will, for the first time, make the information
of various leading news agencies on the entire planet compatible with the development and
introduction of a wrap protocol, which will ensure GSmedia and its partners an information
advantage in the press and news sector, which has not existed in this form before."
In addition, the GSB development department is working on a future-oriented product called
"Bitco World".
This product, when development is complete, will help address the current post Zero Hour
crisis, the end of the coronavirus pandemic, which is about discovery and the ability to connect
products. I will tell you more shortly in an official statement from our group when development
has progressed, but be assured already, you will be excited!"
The complete interview is available on Deutsche Tageszeitung - Ressort Technik website:
German:
https://www.DeutscheTageszeitung.de/wirtschaft/122111-josip-heit-gstelecom-g999-und-gsmedia-oder-diefragen-nach-dem-potenzial-der-blockchain-f%C3%BCr-den-privatanwender.html
English:
https://www.DeutscheTageszeitung.de/wirtschaft/122112-josip-heit-gstelecom-g999-and-gsmedia-or-thequestions-about-the-potential-of-blockchain-for-private-users.html
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